
From “The Fine Art of Songwriting” (indiemusicacademy.com/fas) developed and 
taught by songwriter, performer, and educator, Steve Leslie: 

  How to Tell a Story with Words & Music: 
Principles of Great Narrative Songwriting 

Adam’s Curse  (W. B. Yeats) 
 
A line will take us hours maybe; 
Yet if it does not seem a moment's thought, 
Our stitching and unstitching has been naught. 
Better go down upon your marrow-bones 
And scrub a kitchen pavement, or break stones 
Like an old pauper, in all kinds of weather; 
For to articulate sweet sounds together 
Is to work harder than all these, and yet 
Be thought an idler by the noisy set 
Of bankers, schoolmasters, and clergymen 
The martyrs call the world. 

Part Two: Process 

I. Limitations are Liberating 
We have an unlimited number of ways to do a limited amount of things, 
so it comes down to what to put in and what to leave out. When applied to 
the craft of songwriting, “Thinking outside the box” is misleading, for creative 
thinking is stimulated by a box, excellence and boundaries are companions, 
and resistance leads to discovery. 

 Song Example: Lonely Stuff  (S. Leslie, R. Davis) 

II.  What Rhymes with Stuff? 
• Perfect-vs-Near Rhyme 
• The rhyming word will give you the line  

• The line created by the rhyming word becomes the “setup” line which 
“pays-off” the title. Create as many lines as you can, then arrange 
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them on the page to create a scene or a story: 

    GLASS OF WHISKY AND A BARROOM STOOL 
 SOMEBODY’S SINGIN’ ‘BOUT BEIN’ SOMEBODY’S FOOL  
 AND THEY’RE GIVIN’ UP 
 AND THAT’S LONELY STUFF 

 THERE’S A WOMAN DANCIN’ BY HERSELF 
 SHE MAY BE SMILIN’ BUT YOU CAN TELL 
 SHE’S HAD IT ROUGH 
 AND THAT’S LONELY STUFF 

 BARTENDER THE GLASS IS EMPTY 
LET’S HAVE ANOTHER ROUND 
KILL THAT JUKEBOX TURN OFF THAT TV 
I NEED TO HEAR THE SOUND OF A.. 

 LONESOME WHISTLE FROM AN OUTBOUND TRAIN 
 A WARM FEELIN’ GETS IN MY BRAIN 
 I CAN’T GET ENOUGH SO POUR ME ANOTHER CUP 
 OF THAT LONELY STUFF 

 BARTENDER THE GLASS IS EMPTY 
LET’S HAVE ANOTHER ROUND 
I NEED ONE MORE BEFORE I’M READY 
TO FACE THE TRUTH I FOUND WHEN I.. 

 GOT HER MESSAGE LOUD AND CLEAR 
 WHEN I DROVE HOME AND DIDN’T FIND HER THERE  
 GUESS SHE’D HAD ENOUGH 
 OF THAT LONELY STUFF 

III. The Filling of an Empty Space: Expectation, Surprise & Inevitability 



By creating an empty space (a couple of measures or so) between the setup-
line and the title, you allow the listener to “enter in” to your song, complete 
the thought for themselves, thereby becoming a partner in the creative act it-
self. Expectation, Surprise & Inevitability is a powerful principle underlying 
good storytelling: Set up an expectation (what rhymes with “stuff”), delay the 
fulfillment of that expectation (create an empty space), then resolve (gratify) 
the expectation with an outcome that seems inevitable.  

The result can be inevitable but not surprising (cliché): 

 There’s no safer place to land  
 Falling into this love together ☺ 
 So baby, just take my hand 
 I want to hold you forever ☹ 

The use of delay to amplify emotion can be seen in movies where slow motion 
is used at decisive and highly predictable moments. 

 Song Examples:  
   1. Lonely Stuff 
   2. She Was (N. Coty, J. Melton) (mp3) 
   3. Manhattan (Sara Bareilles) (mp3) 

 I Learned That From You  (J. Brown, T. Lane) (mp3) 
 
I remember the windows rolled down and the wind in my hair 
Driving 'round in your Daddy's old Chevy like we were going somewhere  
We thought that summer would last us forever 
Going steady was just something you do 
I didn't know much about love 
I Learned That From You 

Now those were some good times, lately they don't seem to last 
I guess I'm not nearly as strong as a drink in your glass 



And the nights just get later I can stay up and wait 
Or just go on to bed like I do 
I never knew nothing about lonely 
I Learned That From You 
 
And I learned how to kiss on a Ferris-Wheel 
And I made wishes at wishing wells 
And I fell into that fairytale, too 
And I know that love ain't so easy 
But we tried, didn't we baby, it's alright 
Some dreams weren't meant to come true 
I Learned That From You 
One night while the whole world was turning I left you a note 
And I told you that I'd always miss you, then I let you go 
I'm living outside of some town I ain't heard of 
And I think about the boy that I knew 
I didn't know we could fall out of love 
I Learned That From You 

Chorus 

I remember the windows rolled down and the wind… 

In the previous example, the setup lines in the verses don’t rhyme with the ti-
tle: (I didn't know much about love/I never knew nothing about lonely/I didn't 
know we could fall out of love). The title rhymes occur before the setup lines: 
(Going steady was just something you do/Or just go on to bed like I do/And I 
think about the boy that I knew).  

In the choruses the setup lines do rhyme with the title: (Some dreams weren't 
meant to come true). Like any good story, great country songs usually have a 
beginning, middle, and end, and can contain a whole life lived in 3 1/2 min-
utes or less.  



IV. Recommended Exercises 
Come up with rhyming words for the last word in each title below. Hold them 
in your mind. What “setup” lines are generated that “pay-off” the title?   

1. Beats a Broken Heart 
2. What You Do To Me 
3. In a Small Town 

V. Rhyme Other Words in a Title: 
 1. I may drown, but I’m Goin’ Down With My Pride 
 2. I spend my nights where the Lights Are Low 

VI. Perfect Title-Framing Rhyme: 
 1. Don’t know where I’ll go, or what I’ll do 
 I’m a Little Past Little Rock 
 But a long way from over you 
 
 2. Peeking out the window to see what they can see 
 It’s a Candy-Cane Christmas 
 Sweet as it can be 

 3. I’m still a prisoner held captive by his memory 
 He was My Strongest Weakness 
 And I’m afraid He’ll always be 

  4. For somebody new   'Cause I'm just too sad to 
 You can have Manhattan  You can have Manhattan 
 'Cause I can't have you  ‘Cause I can’t have you 
 
 When I was one half of two 
 You can have Manhattan 
 ‘Cause I can’t have you 



VII. Recommended Exercises 
Come up with Framing Rhymes and Lines for the following titles: 
1. She’s Still the One I Think Of 
2. I’m a Million Miles From Nowhere 
3. Dorothy’s Dream was Kansas 
4. Easy To Fall in Love With 

VIII. No Rhyme:  
 Though you don’t know where you’re goin’ 
 Take comfort knowin’ 
 That wherever you’re goin’ 
 You’re goin’ Somewhere Good 
 
Examples: 
1. Suzanne (Leonard Cohen) except for one in the refrain :’blind/mind’ 
2. Moonlight In Vermont (Blackburn/Suessdorf) 
3. America (Paul Simon) 
4. Karma Police (Radio Head) 
5. Fields Of Gold (Sting) 
 
IX. Form: Lonely Stuff : “Country Bridge” 
A hybrid form that follows the traditional AABA structure by repeating the title 
at the end of each A section (not in the B section); but unlike traditional AABA 
form, the B section is repeated (usually after a solo section). 

X. Be an Actor 
Say the title with setup lines. How would the person in the song say it? Use 
body gesture and facial expression. Be the person in the song. Go to the gui-
tar, or piano, and set that moment, that point of contact to music. Work 
backwards from there.  
Personality comes from the Latin “per-sona”-the voice sounding through the 
mask. The voice that emerges is given shape and substance by the contours 
of the mask. Personality is an invention as much as a discovery, and a per-



sonal voice is only achieved self-consciously, over time, by sounding through 
masks not necessarily your own. 

XI. Misattribution 
In psychology, misattribution is the process whereby people make a mistake 
in assuming what is causing them to feel a certain way.  

XII. Point of View (POV) 
The singer’s relationship to the audience from the most objective to the most 
intimate: 

• Third Person Narrative 

• First Person Narrative 

• Second Person Narrative 

• Direct Address 

1. Third Person Narrative 
The singer acts as a storyteller who simply directs the audience’s attention to 
an objective world neither the singer or the audience is a part of.  

Pronouns: he, she, it, they, him, her, them, his, its, their, hers, theirs 
 
  Rene’ and Georgette Magritte (Paul Simon) 

 Rene and Georgette Magritte with their dog after the war  
 Returned to their hotel suite and they unlocked the door 
 Easily losing their evening clothes they danced by the light of the moon 
  To the Penguins, the Moon-glows,The Orioles, and the Five Satins   
 Deep forbidden music they'd been longing for     
 Rene and Georgette Magritte with their dog after the war 
 
Examples: Small Town Southern Man (Alan Jackson), Jack and Diane (John 
Mellencamp), She’s Somebody’s Daughter (Recorded by Drew Baldridge) 



2. First Person Narrative 
Instead of being separate from the action (as in Third Person Narrative), the 
singer participates, speaking directly to the audience about other people and 
events. 
Pronouns: I, we, me, us, my, our, mine, ours 

    Big John (Jimmy Dean) 

 Every mornin' at the mine you could see him arrive 
 He stood six-foot-six and weighed two-forty-five 
 Kinda broad at the shoulder and narrow at the hip 
 And everybody knew ya didn't give no lip to big John 
 Big John, Big, Bad, John 
 
Examples: Let It Be (Beatles), We Were (Recorded by Keith Urban), Then They 
Do (Recorded by Trace Atkins) 
 
3. Second Person Narrative 
This very interesting POV has all the qualities of a narrative, but uses “you” 
from Direct Address-but not “I”. 

  Heart of Saturday Night (Tom Waits) 

 Well you gassed her up behind the wheel 
 With your arm around your sweet one in your Oldsmobile 
 Barrelin' down the boulevard looking for the heart of Saturday night 

The intimacy of Second Person Narrative comes from its suggestion of Direct 
Address. The universal feeling it creates forces us to say, “This character 
could easily be me.” 

Examples: Never on the Day You Leave (John Mayer), All You Need Is Love 
(Beatles) 
 
4. Internal Monologue 



Leaving the narrative mode, you can use Second Person POV as a substitute 
for “I”. 
 
   Dress Rehearsal Rag (Leonard Cohen) 
 Just take a look at your body now, there's nothing much to save  
 And a bitter voice in the mirror cries,"Hey, Prince, you need a shave" 
 Now if you can manage to get your trembling fingers to behave 
 Why don't you try unwrapping a stainless steel razor blade? 
 
 Examples: She Used To Be Mine (Sara Barellis), It Won’t Bring Her Back 
(Jimmy Webb) 

5. Direct Address 
The singer (I) is talking to some second person (you) or the audience. 
This is the most intimate (and popular) narrative perspective. 
Pronouns: you, your, yours 
 
   I Need You Now 

 Picture perfect memories scattered all around the floor 
 Reaching for the phone cause I can't fight it anymore. 
 And I wonder if I ever cross your mind 
 For me it happens all the time 

Examples: You Proof (Recorded by Morgan Wallen), You Should Probably 
Leave (Chris Stapleton), I Will Always Love You (Dolly Parton) 
 
What’s wrong with these lyrics? 

 1. You’re lighting a candle in the dark 
 With just one kiss we light a spark 
 Now you’re holding me, touching me, loving me 
 And we’re falling into ecstasy   

 2. I unzip the back to watch it fall 
 While I kiss your neck and shoulders 



 No, don't be afraid to show it off 
 I'll be right here ready to hold you 

Sometimes a story-song can use a change of POV from First Person Narrative 
to Direct Address: 

6. Pull It Personal 

  Small-Talk Cafe (revised) (S. Leslie, W. Varble) 

vs1 There’s a paper in the box outside, headline reads “Last Shuttle Flight” 
 Don’t nobody pay no mind, they just go on ‘bout their way 
 But Hubert Turner’s barn burned down, said he lost three good cows 
 And that’s big news in the small-talk cafe 

vs3 I can see ‘em all in there, every face in every chair 
 I bet they’re all wonderin’ where I’ve been the past few days 
 And when they hear that you left me, don’t you know that’s gonna be 
 Big news in the small-talk cafe 
   

  Full-Time Sinner (S. Leslie, B. Fischer) 

vs1 He sure knows his bible, he’ll quote you any verse 
 But talk bad about the Red Sox and you’re gonna hear him curse 
 Does he always walk the line? Well, he can’t, an angel he ain't 
 His weathered soul could use a little paint 
 Full-time sinner, sometime saint 

ch3 And I know the man, ‘cause now that’s who I am 
 I’m my dad, good and bad 
 And I will never, ever, be ashamed of this full-time sinner, sometime saint 
 A contradiction in a state of grace, full-time sinner, sometime saint 
  
Examples: Live Like You Were Dying (Recorded by Tim McGraw), Frozen Man 
(James Taylor) 
 



XIII. Begin with the End In Mind:   
  Examples: Lonely Stuff, Things I’ll Never Do Again (mp3) 
 
XIV. Title Placement Creates Form 
 
XV. Song Form Ladder: 



For exclusive videos, downloadable pdfs, and mp3s of this course and so 
much more see: The Fine Art of Songwriting (indiemusicacademy.com/fas) 
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